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Oracle Utilities Information Lifecycle
Management for Meter Data

Oracle Utilities Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) for Meter Data
delivers powerful and flexible data storage features modern utilities need.
With tiered storage and automated processing, Oracle Utilities ILM for Meter
Data seamlessly manages massive amounts of data with a total cost of
ownership as much as 60% lower than typical high-end disk storage.

Data Storage for Modern Utilities

KEY ST ATS

The increase in data brought by smart devices has presented utilities with an

•

50-60% lower TCO

opportunity and a challenge: Utilities have the opportunity to leverage that data to fuel

•

Often less than 12 month ROI

innovation, but are challenged with the monumental task of managing a sea of data.
Oracle Utilities ILM for Meter Data tackles that challenge, leaving utilities with pure
opportunity.

KEY FEATURES

•

Automated data selection

•

Rich business rules to define data
eligible for archiving

•

Configurable archiving rules

•

Optimized performance with Oracle
Technology tools

•

Can be used with non-Oracle
hardware

Simplify Data Management
Automated storage processes enable seamless data management throughout the
entire data lifecycle.
» Leverage embedded algorithms for data management to get up and running quickly
» Easily configure archiving rules to meet organization’s needs
» Application business rules manage data interdependencies to ensure only valid data
is archived

KEY BENEFITS

» Supports sub retention periods, i.e., achieving periods can vary various types of
data held within the same object.

•

Streamlines data management

•

Reduces storage costs

» Use automated crawlers to efficiently find data that can be moved to cheaper
storage or archived

•

Improves process performance

•

Dramatically reduces the need for
custom development

Reduce Storage Costs
Take advantage of cost-effective data management tools.

READY TO GET ST ARTED?

» Reduce required disk space with data compression features

For more information about Oracle
Utilities, visit oracle.com/goto/utilities or
call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak with an
Oracle representative.

» Automatically moves data to less expensive storage options based on activity
patterns
» Leverages powerful Oracle database and hardware tools

Improve Performance
Core business processes run at peak performance with streamlined operations.
» Improve performance for mission-critical systems
» Lower query times by keeping only active data on high performance storage
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» Increase availability of critical information on the most reliable storage
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